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About This Game

Dodge is a simple skill-based game powered by Game Maker Studio 2 where you have to avoid cubes to survive as long as you
can setting the highest score possible. In Dodge you can train your reflexes and also challenge yourself trying to improve your

score. Enjoy and please let a review of this game.
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Already great game which has limitless potential.
. Nice game, but unforunately multiplayer servers are dead. gr8 m8 i r8 8/8 dont discrimin8 dont h8 always w8 patiently. Only
reason i play this game is because i bought it for 9 NOK (1 USD)... ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

Trade me some free unturned skins if you want, don't expect to get anything back...

https://steamcommunity.com/tradeoffer/new/?partner=290016738&token=bXr1Q0QD. Atari should have died back in the 80s.
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Fun puzzler with some unique mechanics. The facial recognition and response makes the game feel more natural.

That being said, I'm not the biggest puzzle enthusiast so don't expect to see my scores on the leaderboards.. Arma 3 Tools killed
my family. Looks like the kind of old school action I'm normally all over, and I was...for a while. But...

- The balance is way off. Once you lose those powerups you will sometimes get completely stuck on a level. If you run out of
ammo? Oh boy...
- Those controls! Nothing is configurable. Arrow keys move, mouse controls a cursor that often gets lost in the background.
Right handed? Be prepared for cramps as you have to have both hands on the right of your keyboard.
- Because the playfield is scrolling around you play the whole thing staring at the cursor, making sure you don't lose it. If there
was every a need for Xbox 360 controller support this is it.

So in a nutshell, this has all the ingredients but they aren't put together very well. But it is cheap, so there's that.

I wanted to love you Iron Impact, but this is not love.. Nice relaxing little game.. requires a beefy comp. gameplay is not bad, i
would give it a 6/10. I'd really only get this route for it's stock. You can now have scenarios involving Amtrak's Superchief or
ATSF on Cajon Pass or The Racetrack. However, I feel that the route is overpriced. It's 45 miles long, yet $40. I would like it to
be extended to La Junta or something. However, I feel that it's still a great content pack that comes with a route with endless
possibilities. I give it my seal of approval with a final score of 90%. This game is amazing, even though its a little short I don't
mind. If you are into older kind of games and appreciate that kind of style this game is for you. I heard that the game will have a
winter sale starting soon and only selling for 2$ to 3$ witch is a good price for a short game. The dev's are amazing too. If you
have a question they try their best to answer as fast as possible. Any ways I really recommend this game to people who don't
mind the short length and are into old styl RPG's.
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